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Urkunden dramatischer Auffuihrungen in Athen, mit einem 

Beitrage von GEORG KAIBEL herausgegeben von ADOLF 
WILHELM. Mit 68 Abbildungen im Texte. Sonderschriften 
des Oesterreichischen Archaologischen Instituts in Wien, 
Band VI. Wien, Alfred Holder, I906. Pp. 278. M. I6. 

The records kept by the Athenian Archon and King of the 
annual contests held under their direction at the City Dionysia 
and Lenaea became, as time went on, an extensive and valuable 
but unwieldy source of information. But it required only dili- 
gence and accuracy for any one who had access to them to draw 
up in convenient form the chief items of interest contained in 
them. If his interest was in the festivals as institutions, he might 
simply compile the list of prize-winners of every kind; if in the 
facts of literary history, he would select only the items which bore 
upon the poets and their work. Now we possess fragments of 
two compilations from these records, and they reveal these two 
points of view: I) IG. II 97I, for which Wilamowitz Got. 
Gel. Anz. 1896, 614 has proposed the convenient designation 
"Fasti ", gives the victors at the Dionysia-tribes and lyric 
choregi, tragic and comic choregi and poets, and tragic actors: 
2) IG. II 973,975,972, "Didascaliae", in which the poets, their 
plays and protagonists, are given in the order of their success, the 
old play and the satyr-play (both outside of the contest), and the 
victorious actor. So far as we can see, both of these documents 
are official in character; if the Didascaliae were influenced by 
Aristotle's studies in this field, the influence was probably not 
direct. But we possess two other kinds of documents, both 
apparently of private origin and derived probably not directly 
from the archives but indirectly through the Fasti and Didasca- 
liae above described: 3) IG. II 977, the "Victors'-lists "-the 
names of the victorious poets and actors in comedy and tragedy 
at each of the two festivals, arranged in the order of their first 
victories. The information needed for its compilation was all 
furnished by the Fasti. The fourth, IG. XIV og98 a, I097, I098, is 
not so easy to describe in a word. Its character is didascalic 
and the matter contained in it was all to be had in the Didascaliae 
with the exception of an occasional learned comment of Alexan- 
drian origin. The arrangement is by poets in the chronological 
order of their first appearances, and under each are given the 
plays with which he was first, second, etc. in each festival. There 
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are numerous other inscriptions from which information is de- 
rived concerning the dramatic contests at Athens, such as dedica- 
tions, agonistic records of various kinds, etc.; but they require 
little interpretation and as compared with those just mentioned 
are of minor importance. 

Since Wilhelm's announcement eight years ago of his discovery 
of important new fragments of these great documents and of his 
intention to reedit the whole series, the appearance of his book 
has been awaited with impatience. A fragment of any of them 
of any considerable size was likely to settle some of the questions 
concerning which scholars had not yet reached agreement, and 
the attention which had been concentrated upon the old texts as 
edited by K6hler had raised innumerable questions of detail 
which could be answered only by a competent epigraphist who 
was fully aware of the significance attaching to these details. The 
chief desideratum, then, was an edition in which, first of all, the 
texts themselves should be given with all possible completeness 
and finality, together with such minute information as to the shape 
and condition of the stones, style of writing, etc. as would contrib- 
ute to the correct classification of the fragments and to the de- 
termination of the purpose and origin of the documents them- 
selves. It has been quite clear for some time that, until the 
fiundamental work of recension should be accomplished, little 
further progress in this field was to be expected, and that mean- 
while the use of this important source of information by classical 
scholars in general would be restricted owing to the difficulties 
and uncertainties attendant upon the study of the inscriptions. 
It was inevitable, too, that the scholar who undertook the reedit- 
ing of these inscriptions would still have a great deal of pioneer 
work to do, and that a relatively large part of his book would be 
given to the discussion of minor details. Probably no one who 
had himself seriously wrestled with the enormous difficulties 
involved in this subject or was conversant with the present status 
of the discussion believed that the time was ripe for the final 
edition, in which textual and epigraphical details, the deliberate 
weighing of possibilities as to position, person, date, etc., and 
the discussion of minor topics in general, should sink into the 
background and give place to the consideration of the documents 
in their larger significance and of the subject-matter in its bearing 
upon literary history. 

With this conception of the task we greet Wilhelm's book as 
satisfying our needs and fulfilling our expectations with conspicu- 
ous success. His readings must be regarded as final, so far as 
the results of any man's observations may be final. An appeal 
to the stones will not often be necessary. The number of frag- 
ments has been materially increased and a good many others for 
the first time joined to their mates. The phbtographs are beyond 
criticism, though they do not, of course, show the fainter lines 
and are no substitute for autopsy or squeezes. The descriptions 
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and transcriptions are open to few corrections and these mainly 
typographical. The restorations show a marked advance toward 
completeness and certainty; but there is room for further progress 
in this direction and some of Wilhelm's will doubtless have to 
yield. The literary apparatus is very full, the prosopographical 
at times too full; for Wilhelm cannot resist the temptation to 
suggest possible identities and relationships even when, if capable 
of proof, no illumination whatever would result. And when such 
conjectures are scattered over the text instead of being relegated 
to the footnotes the reader's attention is seriously distracted. In 
fact, the text throughout should have been relieved of small 
details and minor digressions. 

The book was in type more than three years before it was 
published. This explains a good many disturbing additions and 
the I8 pages of Nachtriige in which the literature of the interval 
is duly taken into account. There is so much here that is new, 
including some modifications of the author's views, that the 
reader would do well to consult this section constantly as he 
reads. The reason for this extraordinary delay is not explicitly 
given, though a period of illness is alluded to (p. 240); but no 
one will be disposed to lay the blame at Wilhelm's door who has 
followed the affairs of the Austrian School at Athens in recent 
years and is aware of the influences which have resulted in the 
removal of Wilhelm to Vienna. The delay has not been to the 
advantage of the book, but this is a consideration of lesser im- 
portance; it is a matter of great importance, however, and a 
source of deep regret to scholars the world over, that the most 
brilliant epigraphist of the present generation, whose continued 
residence in Athens would best serve the interests of scholarship 
everywhere, will no longer be at his old post there. 

Professor Kaibel's part in the collaboration is limited to one 
essay (pp. I67-194) in which he interprets broadly the Victors'- 
lists, using the Fasti to establish the date of the official recognition 
of comedy. A melancholy interest attaches to this sketch as the 
last considerable essay by this gifted scholar. Though written 
not many months before his untimely death in the autumn of 
190o, it shows no diminution in his power of lucid and vigorous 
presentation. But considered as an elucidation of this document, 
it represents a stage in its study which that had already been 
passed in I9OI and its incongruity in its present setting is em- 
phasized by Wilhelm's numerous corrections. The fact is, as 
the reviewer knows through correspondence had with him in the 
summer of I900, that Kaibel had only then reluctantly given up 
Bergk's classification 1 of the lists of comic poets and in the last 
year of his life probably had not the time or the strength to work 

1 But, strange to say, not because the new classification brought the lists of 
victors into better accord with the literary records, but for the mechanical 
reason that the earlier list must be Dionysian, since Aristotle speaks of " the 
archon " giving a chorus to the comic performers. But even if both lists be- 
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over the literary material afresh in order to adjust his ideas to the 
new classification. Certain it is that he never grasped the far- 
reaching character of the deductions which naturally followed 
the acceptance of the correct classification. But his vision was 
always clear and his intuitions sometimes truer than even 
Wilhelm's reasoning. We cannot regret, therefore, that Wilhelm 
decided the embarrassing question which confronted him by 
giving this essay a place in his book. 

The first chapter deals with the Fasti. We learn that this 
inscription, the main part of which was inscribed between 346 and 
342, was ca. 1.74 m. in height and covered a wall built of four 
rows of blocks. The existence of an upper or lower margin on a 
fragment does not therefore fix its position in a column, but only 
in one of the blocks of a column. A new fragment g which joins 
h on the left enables Wilhelm to estimate the number of lines in 
a column at ca. 135; the exact number for the early part of the 
inscription proves to be I40. Several results naturally follow: 
Praxiergus 47I/0 is the lost archon in b (f Koh.) col. I, Sosi- 
genes 342/I in f (e K6h.) col. I, while b must be directly 
under a with the least possible interval between them. This 
result agrees entirely with the conclusions which I reached by 
a somewhat different procedure, taking Lipsius' certain conjecture 
[IIoXvfpd(oiLz]v in b col. I as the starting point to determine the 
number of letters lost in the archon's name. From the faintest 
traces Wilhelm cleverly restores another archon's name-Pytho- 
delus 336/5 at the top of i (d Koh.), thus fixing the period of the 
comic poet Procleides. The two small new fragments k and 1 
are unimportant. 

Wilhelm refrains from attempting to determine by calculation 
the exact constitution of the columns which intervened between b 
and f, feeling that the gap is so large and the chances of irregu- 
larities so great that the results would be unsatisfactory. But 
fortunately, shortly after the appearance of this book, he discovered 
and promptly published (Bericht d. Wien. Akad., Sitzung d. 4. 
Juli, 1906) the original stone which Pittakis saw when he jotted 
down the confused notes from which Wilhelm, and Kohler before 
him, had tried to extract by divination a portion of 971 (d Wilh., 
c Kih.) The new fragment is so important that I venture to 
state simply as theses to be proved some conclusions which I have 
reached and hope to publish shortly: I) The heading extended 
over only the first three extant columns; 2) the next seven col- 
umns contained each I41 lines,-the number deduced by Wilhelm 
for the new fragment; 3) the synchoregia lasted only two years, 
406/5 and 405/4; 4) in these two years, therefore, will fall the 
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wholly upon the contests at the Dionysia. As to the significance to be attached 
to Aristotle's reference to the archon see my Introd. of Comedy, pp. 4, 25. 
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victories of Aristophanes and Sophocles recorded in the synchor- 
egic inscription IG. II 4 1280 b, p. 254, and the victory of 
Cephisodotus in 402 with a single choregus (Lys. 21. 4) need 
not have been won at the Lenaea, to which I once assigned it; 
5) when the production of a play was committed by a poet to a 
didascalus, it was the poet and not the didascalus who was offi- 
cially awarded the prize. With these facts in mind we shall be 
in a better position to interpret the Victors'-lists. This new frag- 
ment of 97I, by the way, has this entry under the year 386: 
rraXatov apatia 7rporov I rrape&l3aaav ol rpaycaoi. 7rp&rov is therefore, as 
Wilhelm remarks, to be restored in the other new fragmentg, 
where we have the corresponding entry for comedy. We now 
understand that the Fasti recorded these events simply as inno- 
vations; reproductions of old plays, regularly given in the 
Didascaliae, had no place in this catalogue of victors, for there 
was no contest; e. g. an old tragedy was given in 341 (IG. II 973), 
but is not entered in the Fasti for that year, frag. f. What shall 
we conclude as to the production of old tragedies before 386 and 
of old comedies before 339 ? Since the prize was awarded in such 
cases, according to the tradition about Aeschylus, we must con- 
clude that the old play competed on even terms with the new. 
That this is the correct inference seems to be shown by A. Kbrte's 
clever restoration of IG. XIV Io98 a, 1. 5, in the record of 
Teledeides: [Sr] ppovs av[as8&8aasj]. 

Since Magnes won a victory in 472 (971 a) and his name is 
sixth from the top in the Victors'-lists, Wilhelm accepts 
E. Meyer's view of the documentary character of the statement 
of Suidas &8adGTKev 'rerV oKTCO rpO r Ev Ilep-lcKj; and he properly 
combines this notice with Aristotle's Poet. 3. The chronological 
relation of Chionides to Epicharmus is settled once for all by our 
inscriptions. Whether or not the truth could have been established 
without this evidence is not now a matter of much consequence.' 
As to the exact date indicated by Suidas as the epoch date for 
comedy Wilhelm gives variously 488/7 or 489/8 (p. I09), 488/7 
or 487/6 (p. I75, n. i), and finally (p. 244) 489/8, for which he 
decides on the ground that even by inclusive reckoning 487/6, 
the date which I favored, could not be the eighth year before 
Salamis, while by exclusive reckoning 489/8 could be. But 
surely the chronographer who took Salamis as his starting point 
quite naturally counted all the archons. beginning with Calliades 
480/79 and ending with Telesinus 487/6, and found them eight 
in number. So 486, which is best in accord with Suidas, fits best 
into the calculations (p. 243) back to the beginning of the inscrip- 
tion. It is worth remarking here, lest we should pride ourselves 

1 Nevertheless credit is due to Wolf, Clinton, Bergk, Meyer and others who 
saw the didascalic character of Suidas' notice and saw how it was to be re- 
conciled with Aristotle. This notice has entered into all discussions of the 
subject; Wilhelm's language p. 14 is therefore not quite accurate, "unbe- 
greiflicherweise unbeachtet gelassene Nachricht". 
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1 Nevertheless credit is due to Wolf, Clinton, Bergk, Meyer and others who 
saw the didascalic character of Suidas' notice and saw how it was to be re- 
conciled with Aristotle. This notice has entered into all discussions of the 
subject; Wilhelm's language p. 14 is therefore not quite accurate, "unbe- 
greiflicherweise unbeachtet gelassene Nachricht". 
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too much upon our insight, that Clinton long ago unhesitatingly 
put Chionides into his Fasti under the year 487/6.1 

The epoch date of the Fasti is still a matter of dispute. Wilam- 
owitz G6tt. Gel. Anz. 1906, p. 624 still advocates the first tragic 
contest in 534 and urges the didascalic notices concerning 
Thespis, Choerilus, Phrynichus, and the first men's chorus in 
favor of his view; and certainly there could be no broader defini- 
tion of the character of the epoch event that the word Ki, /OL in the 
heading. If this means the original festival act, we should have 
to assume that the festival was established the year Thespis first 
exhibited ev a'-rEL. And that may well have been the case. Wil- 
helm inclines to the opinion that the epoch event was an innova- 
tion of the period of Cleisthenes. His date 505/ 4-502/ I corrects 
itself to 502/ as soon as 487/6 is recognized as the inevitable 
interpretation of Suidas. As to the heading, the knowledge to 
be gained from the new fragment d (above, p. 85) suffices to 
eliminate from consideration a number of suggestions (p. 9, 244). 
The phrase, K,COzoL ra-av rCv ev ;(rFEL Atovvalov, which once commend- 
ed itself to me, is of suitable length, but Wilamowitz's objection to 
it is fatal-that it is not a prose phrase. rc Atovr'o- 'EXEv0epe;, which 
is practically Foucart's (Tr A. r,c 'EX.) is rather better than the 
rest, even than rt LovALOv ev a'reiL, for iv aloreL more than likely accom- 

pained oa8e vv*LKrKa-LIv which stood in the first part of the heading. 
The Didascaliae are the subject of the second chapter. Wil- 

helm considers it probable that all 14 fragments belonged to the 
same document and that the arrangement of its four sections was: 
Dionysia, tragedy and comedy; Lenaea, comedy and tragedy, 
i. e. at each festival the contest which was first to be established 
had the precedence. Here again an important new fragment is 
added, 974 c, the comic didascaliae for the year 3I2/I and a part 
of the year before. The first item for 312 is an old play of 
Anaxandrides, the last the name of the winning actor. Wilhelm 
is inclined to regard the list as Dionysian. The actor's contest at 
this date is not decisive against this view; while the presence of 
the old comedy, which we have learned from 971 g was an inno- 
vation of the year 339 and is not on the Lenaean programme 
of the year 288 (II 972), makes about equally for it. The 
most interesting item in 974 c is the comment after the poet 
Ameinias, who was third: olros 'EaPor S &v EVL7m7. We are at once 
reminded of the tradition regarding Eupolis and Menander and 
now understand how such facts could become a matter of perma- 
nent record. When the official didascaliae make a note of the 
fact that a poet was admitted to the competition in spite of his 

1 One might infer from Wilhelm p. 242 that I regarded 487/6 as only "a 
little more probable" than 479/8. On the contrary, I gave the latter as a 
mathematical possibility and then gave three reasons against it and in favor 
of 486. One of the latter is that "we obtain precisely the date given by 
Suidas". The phrase which he quotes is used apropos of still a fourth reason: 
"on this ground also 502 is a little more probable than 505". 
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youth, the implication clearly is that the case was exceptional, 
and the purpose of the note is clearly, not to signalize the youth's 
precocity, but to indicate that a special concession had been made 
for him. 

Nowhere does Wilhelm's acumen in distinguishing the char- 
acteristics of different hands and periods of writing stand him in 
such good stead as in his discussion of II 975. All the fragments 
(except bcd which, as he assures us, are correctly joined by 
Kohler)' are arranged by him in chronological order by observing 
minute differences in the writing, assigned to four hands. The 
conclusions reached compel assent; but I cannot forbear to ex- 
press a lingering doubt regarding f. The most striking peculiar- 
ity here is that the victorious actor is twice omitted. In no other 
fragment of 975 does this happen. After this contest was once 
established, it was the regular thing for the judges to select the 
best actor and for the didascaliae to record the prize. It is hard 
to see why the award should have been withheld in just these 
two years, as Wilhelm holds, except on the hypothesis advanced 
by me, viz. that this fragment is from the period, between 329 
and ca. 3I2, justprior to the establishment of this contest. But 975 
still presents a good many unsolved problems and this is one of 
them. Wilhelm's argument on the chronology of Antiphanes 
seems to me unconvincing, and also his attempt to prove the 
existence of a second Antiphanes, son of Panaetius. 

Chapter III presents in masterly fashion the text of the great 
Victors'-lists, with now 39 fragments instead of Kohler's 32. 
Inscribed upon the inner side of an epistyle belonging to the 
dedication of an agonothete, the architectural indications do not 
suffice to determine the original order and arrangement of the 
eight lists. Except where two or more pieces can be joined, the 
relation of each to the whole must be determined by its contents, 
though the period is roughly given by the writing. In this 
edition all the fragments are classified except eleven, and most 
of these are insignificant. The original portion of the lists, 
consisting of perhaps thirty-two columns of seventeen names 
each on the average, was inscribed at the time the building was 
erected, "near the end of the first third of the third century". 
From time to time continuations were added, bringing the record 
down to the second half of the second century. Each of the eight 
lists had its own heading, but in only the four lists of poets was the 
festival named. The festival was indicated for the four actors' 
lists by their position relative to the lists of poets. Thus, both 
lists of tragic actors bore the heading 7rroKprirv rpaylK'v, but the 
one which followed the list headed TTrLcKal 7ror7Try TrpayLtKv was of 
course recognized as referring to the Dionysia. It is surprising 

1 My doubt was evidently not justified. It seemed to me that there was not 
sufficient space for the restorations in II. 14, 15 (bc), and I could not see on d 
the endings -rt, -Kta, -o in 11. ir, I3, 14, though they are visible on the photo- 
graph. The triangular piece was probably not in place. 
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that the four headings over the lists of poets did not contain the 
word viKaL; but perhaps the whole series was preceded by the 
general title NiKaca daTrrKai Kal XAqvaLKal. At any rate Wilhelm seems 
to be right in maintaining that the headings extended over only 
the first column of each list. The comic contest at the Lenaea, 
therefore, goes back only to Xenophilus, i. e. to ca. 442. The 
tragic actors' contest, established at the Dionysia in 449, was not 
brought into the Lenaea until some ten to twenty years later, as 
shown by the new fragments rs. But the tragic contest itself at 
this festival dates back to a time not more than twenty years 
before 4I7, as we learn from 972; the actors' contest was probably 
established at the same time. 

Unquestionably the most important new find in the book is 977 
e-a portion of the Dionysian list of comic poets. Wilhelm has 
joined it to d (i K6h.), the famous piece with the name of Magnes. 
A new fragment f he joins to g (k Kih.), which is at the top of 
the third column of this list. We thus have, with few gaps, 
portions of most of the thirty-four names of the victors at the 
comic contests at the Dionysia. Magnes was sixth from the 
beginning. Unfortunately the new piece preserves only the first 
two or three letters of the names, but in the majority of cases 
there is little room for doubt as to the correct restoration: Tele- 
cleides 11l begins col. II, followed by ......... l , one lost name, 
and: i\ I p-, 'Ep-, E 'Ap-, Ev-, Ka-, qppv-, 'Ag/-, IIXa-, qstX-, AVK-, Aev-; 
then in g Nicophon, Theopompus, Cephisodotus, and ... . - - - 

Kaibel unhesitatingly restores Aristophanes in the 1. 7, though 
to do so he had to withdraw his former opinion that Aristophanes 
won no City victory. But Wilhelm stoutly resists the temptation. 
After an able argument in which he maintains that the actual 
didascalus and not the poet received the prize, he rejects the 
claim of Aristophanes to a place in this honor-list at a date 
required by the position of 'Apt- here (near 425) and restores 
Aristomenes. The name of Aristophanes for the City victory of 
the period of the synchoregia must have stood, he thinks, after 
...- - - in col. III. On the same principal he restores the 
didascali Callistratus and Philonides further down, though for the 
latter Philyllius is suggested as more probable by the correspond- 
ing Lenaean list; for the former Cantharus, a contemporary of 
Plato comicus, is the only alternative. It is an interesting ques- 
tion, but space will not permit its discussion here. In my opinion, 
however, Wilhelm's conclusion runs counter to the evidence, 
which has been materially increased, it is true, by his rediscovery 
of 971 d. It can be shown that the place after . . - - -is too 
late for a first victory in 405 or 404, to which the synchoregia can 
now be confined. This makes Aristophanes inevitable just 
above Eupolis. Neither can Lysippus for a supposed first 
victory in 41o be restored after Cephisodotus, for the same reason. 
Hence it is to be restored above Pherecrates, where the remains 
point, as Wilhelm states, to Avr-, 'A+- or Au-; but we know of no 
poet of the period who fits either of the first two possibilities. 
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Lysippus is just as inevitable here as is Aristophanes just below. 
The restoration of XIV 1097 along the lines indicated in Class. 
Phil. I (1906), 20off., is determined by this fact, and this in turn 
excludes Aristomenes from a victory at the Dionysia. The names 
in the new fragment should accordingly be restored: Lysippus 
II, Pherecrates, Hermippus II (or more), Aristophanes II (or 
more), Eupolis IIII, Cantharus (?), Phrynichus, Ameipsias, Plato, 
Philyllius (?), Lycis, Leucon. 

A second new fragment of the same list (h, p. Ii8) gives the 
names of Poseidippus, Apollodorus (Carystius), Philemon the 
younger, Phoenicides (whose position as a poet of the New 
Comedy is now secure; cf. 972), and a third Philemon. In the 
two lists of tragic actors a distinct advance is to be noted. Two 
new fragments with the heading (rs, p. I45) make it possible to 
assign p (e Koh.) to the Dionysia, rs with tuvw to the Lenaea. 
The Nicomachus in the former is doubtless the tragic actor of 
schol. Arist. Ran. I506. Under [AEr]rTLv[?l] I saw 2I, the end of 
a name, not noted by Wilhelm. Some of the restorations in s 
seem to me to be very doubtful: Ae7rr;'v] does not fill the space 
and KaXXL\\i7rr]8 satisfies the conditions rather better than Hera- 
cleides. Mvvv;r0K]oS is only one possibility. Nor is it at all certain, 
in my own mind, that if Mynniscus is right here he is the well- 
known actor for Aeschylus, but rather the son (cf. 972); the 
Mynniscus of p might well be, however. The lists of comic 
actors are also much improved. But Wilhelm's hesitation to 
assign b'e' (/' w K6h.) to the Dionysia and yza' (uv K6h.) to the 
Lenaea is scarcely justified. For the consistent omission of the 
victorious comic actor in 971 is just as good evidence that there 
was no comic actors' contest at the Dionysia down to 329 as the 
consistent naming of the tragic actor furnishes proof of the ex- 
istence of the tragic actors' contest. Hyp. Arist. Vesp. does not 
weigh against the testimony of the Fasti, and K6rte's explanation 
of this notice, as due to the contamination of the didascalic notice 
of the performance ev larEL with the later performance at the 

Lenaea, is satisfactory. 
We must pass over Wilhelm's interpretation of IG. XIV 1097, 

o098, o098 a, which is not very different from K6rte's, and his 
discussion of the so-called Rhodian didascaliae IG. XII i I25, 
which occupy the fourth chapter, and his interesting restoration 
of IG. II 1289 and of other inscriptions in the Anhang. The 
indexes are full and an invaluable help to the user of the book. 

EDWARD CAPPS. 

Der Wortschatz des Englischen Maundeville nach der Version 
der Cotton Handschrift Titus C XVI. Von ROBERT HERN- 

DON FIFE, JR. Leipzig, 1902. 

Speaking of the English version of Maundeville's Travels, Ten 
Brink remarks that its linguistic importance is high. 'The great 
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